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CMDB Reconciliation

An accurate and current reflection of the technical assets of an enterprise is imperative to reliable technology
management. A configuration management database (CMDB) is the foundation of that view. Databases of technical
inventories and configurations are rarely perfect. Without consistent attention they typically become stale and inaccurate.
Managing healthy infrastructure requires a current and accurate repository of assets and configurations as well as an
understanding of the entity relationships. Enterprise service management has grown overtime which has required multiple
different tools to accomplish the results. These tools are often specialized and only contain pieces of the overall picture.

TFORM puts the puzzle together by allowing you to reconcile the
various tools to get a complete picture

How we do it
Enterprise Asset Discovery
•
•
•

Agentless, organic discovery of assets, applications & vulnerabilities
Holistically visualize complex hybrid IT Ecosystems
Automated aggregation of data from disparate toolsets to tell one
story

Reconciliation
•
•

Compare multiple disparate data sources and highlight differences
with the organically discovered data
Using TFORM’s reconciliation dashboard view and reconcile the data
in a central location

Process Flow

Exception Reporting & Update
•
•
•

Exception reporting provided through API, CSV or other required
formats
Reconciled information provided to the IT teams for remediation
Bi-directionally update existing tools using TFORM’s continuous
discovery and reconciliation capabilities

Full Visibility
Visualize your entire IT
landscape under a single
dashboard. Rely on robust
automation to reconcile your IT
ecosystem without using Excel
spreadsheets.

Tip of the
iceberg
Most tools only show you one view of
the data. Allow TFORM to show you,
your entire IT ecosystem.

C-Suite Views
TFORM visualizes data that you and
your C-Suite care about. Expose
missing and inaccurate data in your
IT landscape. Allow your IT team to
be the source of truth.

An intelligent analytic source of truth for hybrid IT management
TFORM™ is a Hybrid Enterprise IT Analytics software, providing the level of detail that technology leaders
require. TFORM offers the most detailed insights needed for transitions, transformations, and trending IT data
points. TFORM understands dependencies within the IT enterprise, including on-premise data centers, cloud,
and their respective applications. TFORM supports IT Service Management processes and systems by
integrating bi-directionally the various systems that empower leaders to make well informed decisions.
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